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Abstract. A derivative-free optimization (DFO) algorithm is presented. The distinguishing3
feature of the algorithm is that it allows for the use of function values that have been made available4
through prior runs of a DFO algorithm for solving prior related optimization problems. Applications5
in which sequences of related optimization problems are solved such that the proposed algorithm is6
applicable include certain least-squares and simulation-based optimization problems. A convergence7
guarantee of a generic algorithmic framework that exploits prior function evaluations is presented,8
then a particular instance of the framework is proposed and analyzed. The results of numerical9
experiments when solving engineering test problems show that the algorithm gains advantage over a10
state-of-the-art DFO algorithm when prior function values are available.11
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1. Introduction. We propose an algorithmic framework for solving optimiza-14

tion problems that have two distinct characteristics. First, we are interested in prob-15

lems that arise in contexts when sequences of optimization problems are to be solved16

when the data defining the objective functions are similar from one problem to the17

next. Second, we assume that these problems involve objective functions that are18

smooth (i.e., continuously differentiable), yet derivatives are intractable to compute.19

Problems with one or the other of these characteristics have been considered previ-20

ously in the continuous optimization literature, but, to the best of our knowledge, no21

algorithms have been proposed specifically for the combined setting. The key feature22

of our proposed framework is that it exploits, in a derivative-free optimization (DFO)23

context, function evaluations that have already been performed during the solution24

of prior optimization problems when new problems in the sequence are considered.25

Sequences of related optimization problems need to be solved in various applica-26

tions throughout science, engineering, and economics. Here, we mention two settings27

that have motivated this work. First, nonlinear least-square problems that commonly28

appear in data-fitting applications fall into our setting of interest. For such problems29

[3, 15], one aims to find the parameters in a function—which may be a black-box func-30

tion, as in our setting—that accurately maps inputs to outputs in a set of observed31

data. The second setting considers multi-output simulation optimization problems,32

where one aims to minimize a cost associated with the outputs of a simulation; see,33

e.g., [3, 17]. The black-box functions that arise in these contexts can, for example,34

be those defined by numerical simulations, say that solve complex partial differential35

equations (PDEs) or perform Monte Carlo simulations of complex systems [37].36

Our proposed algorithm builds upon state-of-the-art model-based DFO methods37

for solving problems that possess a composite structure of the objective. In particu-38

lar, inspired by [5, 34, 37], our algorithm computes search directions by minimizing39

local models of the objective that have been constructed using previously computed40

function values, where the composite structure of the objective is exploited by com-41

bining local models that have been constructed for black-box functions separately. It42

has been shown, e.g., in the context of nonlinear least squares, that algorithms that43
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exploit such structure often perform better than those that do not; see, e.g., [5, 34, 37].44

1.1. Contributions. We propose and analyze a model-based DFO algorithm45

that exploits function evaluations that have been performed when solving related op-46

timization problems. This allows the algorithm to avoid new evaluations of black-box47

functions at interpolation points when the function values at these points can be48

approximated sufficiently accurately using prior evaluations, e.g., by an application-49

specific surrogate model. Our algorithm also differs from other model-based DFO50

approaches in that it exploits prior information when determining the set of interpo-51

lation points itself. This feature is incorporated through the use of a specially designed52

utility function that predicts the usefulness of a potential interpolation point. Our53

numerical experiments show that our algorithm often outperforms a state-of-the-art54

model-based DFO method in our setting of interest, especially when the budget for55

function evaluations is small, which is typically the case in real-world applications.56

1.2. Notation. The sets of real numbers, n-dimensional real vectors, and n-by-57

m-dimensional real matrices are denoted by R, Rn, and Rn×m, respectively. The sets58

of nonnegative and positive real numbers are denoted by R≥0 and R>0, respectively.59

The vector of all zeros is denoted as 0, the identity matrix is denoted as I, the vector60

of all ones is denoted as 1, and the ith unit vector is denoted as ei, where in each case61

the size of the object is determined by the context. The set of nonnegative integers62

is denoted as N and we define [n] := {1, . . . , n} for any n ∈ N \ {0}.63

For sets S1 ⊆ Rn and S2 ⊆ Rn, we define Minkowski addition and subtraction64

in the usual manner, e.g., S1 + S2 = {s1 + s2 : s1 ∈ S1, s2 ∈ S2}. That said, in65

the particular case when one of the sets is a singleton, say {c} with c ∈ Rn, then we66

simply write c+ S = {c+ s : s ∈ S}. The cardinality of a set S is denoted by |S|.67

Given any real number q ≥ 1, the `q-norm of a vector v ∈ Rn is written as ‖v‖q.68

The closed `q-norm ball with center x ∈ Rn and radius ∆ ∈ R≥0 is denoted as69

Bq(x,∆) := {x̄ : ‖x̄ − x‖q ≤ ∆}. The dual norm of ‖ · ‖q is denoted and defined by70

‖z‖q∗ := max{zTx : x ∈ Bq(0, 1)}. The Frobenius-norm of a matrix M is denoted by71

‖M‖F. For a matrix M ∈ Rm×n and real numbers p ≥ 1 and q ≥ 1, the Lp,q-norm of72

M is written as ‖M‖p,q =
(∑n

j=1(
∑m
i=1 |Mij |p)

q
p
) 1
q and the (p, q)-operator norm of M73

is written as ‖M‖(p,q) = sup‖x‖p≤1 ‖Mx‖q, although, for shorthand, ‖ · ‖p = ‖ · ‖(p,p).74

For the sake of generality, two norms used throughout the paper are those defining75

the trust region radius and the approximation radius in our algorithm, which we76

respectively denote as ‖ · ‖tr and ‖ · ‖app for some real numbers tr ≥ 1 and app ≥ 1.77

In our analysis, we make use of norm equivalence constants for finite-dimensional real78

vector spaces; in particular, due to the equivalence of all such norms, for any positive79

integers nx and p, there exist constants (κtr0 , κtr1 , κtr∗0
, κtr∗1

, κtr∗2
, κtr∗3

, κapp∗
0
) ∈ R7

≥080

such that81

‖v‖2 ≤ κtr0‖v‖tr for all v ∈ Rnx ,(1.1a)82

‖v‖tr ≤ κtr1‖v‖2 for all v ∈ Rnx ,(1.1b)83

‖v‖tr∗ ≤ κtr∗0
‖V −1‖2‖V v‖∞ for all (v, V ) ∈ Rnx × Rnx×nx ,(1.1c)84

‖V v‖tr∗ ≤ κtr∗1
‖V ‖tr∗,1‖v‖2 for all (v, V ) ∈ Rp × Rnx×p,(1.1d)85

‖V UV T ‖(tr,tr∗) ≤ κtr∗2
‖V ‖2tr∗,1‖U‖2 for all (V,U) ∈ Rnx×p × Rp×p,(1.1e)86

‖v‖tr‖v‖tr∗ ≤ κtr∗3
‖v‖22 for all v ∈ Rnx ,(1.1f)87

and ‖V v‖app∗ ≤ κapp∗
0
‖v‖app‖V ‖(2,2) for all (v, V ) ∈ Rnx × Rnx×nx .(1.1g)8889
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For differentiable g : Rn → R and y ∈ Rn, we use ∂ig(y) and ∂i∂jg(y) to denote90

∂g(y)
∂yi

and ∂2g(y)
∂yi∂yj

for any (i, j) ∈ [n] × [n], respectively. The gradient function of91

g is ∇g : Rn → Rn, where [∇g(y)]i = ∂ig(y) for any i ∈ [n] and y ∈ Rn. If g92

is twice differentiable, then the Hessian function of g is ∇2g : Rn → Rn×n, where93

[∇2g(y)]i,j = ∂i∂jg(y) for any (i, j) ∈ [n]× [n] and y ∈ Rn. For differentiable vector-94

valued G : Rn → Rm, the transpose of the Jacobian function of G is denoted by95

∇G : Rn → Rn×m, where [∇G(y)]i,j = ∂iGj(y) for any (i, j) ∈ [n]× [m] and y ∈ Rn.96

Given any M ∈ Rm×n, its column space is span(M), its null space is null(M),97

and given any v ∈ Rm, the projection of v onto span(M) is projM (v).98

One of the main quantities in the paper is a function F that takes two input99

arguments. For the purposes of designing our optimization algorithm, it is convenient100

to write the domain of the function as Rnx+nθ , although for ease of exposition we101

write the function and its gradient as taking inputs in Rnx ×Rnθ ; in particular, these102

are written in the form F (x; θ) and ∇F (x; θ). This should not lead to confusion due103

to the natural one-to-one mapping between elements of Rnx × Rnθ and Rnx+nθ .104

1.3. Problem Formulation. Consider a sequence of optimization problems,105

namely, for all t ∈ N, consider the minimization problem106

(1.2) min
x∈Ωt

ft(x) with ft(x) := ht(F (x, θt)),107

where the objective parameter satisfies θt ∈ Θ for some Θ ⊆ Rnθ (independent of t),108

the function ht : Rp → R is glass-box in the sense that its analytical form is known,109

and x ∈ Ωt represents a set of (finite or infinite) bound constraints on the elements110

of x, which are allowed to be relaxable or unrelaxable.111

Here, constraints are said to be relaxable (respectively, unrelaxable) if they do112

not (respectively, do) need to be satisfied for one to be able to evaluate the objective113

function. As an example of a set of unrelaxable constraints, consider the case when114

F (x, θt) is the output of a simulation that fails to produce a meaningful output unless115

x ∈ Ωt [16]. Along with our proposed DFO framework, we provide techniques for116

handling unrelaxable constraints. We also conjecture that our proposed techniques117

can be extended to the setting when Ωt is any closed convex set, such as by following118

the ideas in [20]. However, since bound constraints are sufficient for our numerical119

experimentation, we consider bound constraints only.120

As for the function F : Rnx × Θ → Rp, it is black-box in the sense that its121

derivatives cannot be evaluated. We write122

(1.3) F (x, θt) =
[
F1(x, θt) · · · Fp(x, θt)

]T
,123

where Fi for each i ∈ [p] is the ith element function of the vector-valued function F .124

Our presumption is that evaluations of F are expensive and, since one is solving a125

sequence of problems over t ∈ N, it may be beneficial to store and make use of function126

values obtained from previous runs of an algorithm when solving subsequent problems.127

That is, for all t > 0, we presume that a history of prior black-box function values128

is available a priori. We denote the set of prior information for element function i129

when solving problem t (obtained when solving problems 0 through t− 1 and during130

prior iterations when solving problem t) by Hi,t, which is a finite set and is defined131

below. In addition, we use F̃i(x, θt,Hi,t, δ) to denote an approximation of Fi(x, θt)132

given Hi,t and an approximation radius δ ∈ R>0, which in turn depends on a trust133

region radius ∆ ∈ R>0. The approximation radius specifies which elements in Hi,t134
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are near (x, θt) and hence might be useful for approximating Fi(x, θt). (We formalize135

the notion of a point being sufficiently near (x, θt) in Section 3.) In particular, we136

shall ensure that the approximation error is bounded by a value proportional to the137

approximation radius δ in the sense that, for some fixed κapp ∈ R≥0,138

|Fi(x, θt)− F̃i(x, θt,Hi,t, δ)| ≤ κappδ.(1.4)139140

Two particular instances of problem (1.2) are sequences of least-squares optimiza-141

tion problems and multi-output simulation problems. For concreteness, let us now142

present how the information sets {Hi,t} can be defined for these particular cases.143

Least-Squares Optimization Problems. Consider a sequence of sets of observations,144

say, {{(wi,t, yi,t)}i∈[p]}t∈N, where for all (i, t) ∈ [p] × N one has (wi,t, yi,t) ∈ W × R145

for some W ⊆ Rnw . The goal of problem t ∈ N is to find a vector x ∈ Rnx such that146

the black-box function φ : Ωt ×W → R best describes the observations by solving147

min
x∈Ωt

1

2

p∑
i=1

(φ(x,wi,t)− yi,t)2
, where Ωt represents element-wise bounds.(1.5)148

149

One can formulate this problem as an instance of problem (1.2) by defining150

θt :=
[
wT1,t wT2,t . . . wTp,t

]T
, Fi(x, θt) := φ(x,wi,t) for all i ∈ [p],151

yt :=
[
y1,t . . . yp,t

]T
, and ht(v) := 1

2‖v − yt‖
2 for all v ∈ Rp.152153

The prior information that may be relevant for the ith component of F contains all154

tuples of the form (x,w, φ(x,w)) where φ(x,w) has previously been evaluated, i.e.,155

Hi,t = {(x,w, φ(x,w)) : φ(x,w) has been evaluated}.(1.6)156157

Notice that since Fi(·, θt) ≡ φ(·, wi,t) for all (i, t) ∈ [p]× N, this means that one may158

approximate the value of any component of F by exploiting all prior evaluations of φ,159

even those obtained for different components. In other words, the history is the same160

for all components of F in the sense that Hi,t = Hj,t for all (i, j) ∈ [p]× [p].161

Multi-Output Simulation Optimization Problems. Consider now a setting where,162

for each t ∈ N, one aims to solve (1.2) when the evaluation of F (x, θt) corresponds to163

the run of a simulation that produces p ≥ 1 output values, i.e., F (x, θt) is as defined164

in (1.3). In such cases, the prior information for the ith component of F is165

Hi,t = {(x, θ, Fi(x, θ)) : Fi(x, θ) has been evaluated}.(1.7)166167

1.4. Literature Review. Generally speaking, DFO algorithms can be catego-168

rized as direct-search, finite-difference, or model-based methods. Direct-search meth-169

ods, such as pattern search methods [1, 18] and the Nelder-Mead method [23], are170

often outperformed by model-based methods [22] when one is minimizing a smooth ob-171

jective. That said, one of the strengths of direct-search methods is that they are more172

readily applicable when an objective function is nonsmooth [2, 14] or even discontin-173

uous [31]. Finite-difference approaches approximate derivatives using finite difference174

schemes, which are then embedded within a gradient-based optimization approach,175

such as a steepest descent or quasi-Newton method; see, e.g., [30]. Empirical evidence176

has shown that finite-difference methods can be competitive with model-based meth-177

ods, at least when one presumes no noise in the function values. The method that we178
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propose in this paper falls into the model-based method category; hence, we provide179

a more comprehensive overview of them in the remainder of this section.180

Model-based trust-region methods for unconstrained optimization have received181

a lot of attention in the literature; see, e.g., [10, 11, 13, 21, 25, 26, 27, 33]. Such182

methods operate by constructing in each iteration a local multivariate model of the183

objective function. Typically, linear or quadratic interpolation models are used. The184

resulting model is minimized within a trust region to compute a search direction, then185

common trust-region strategies for updating the iterate and trust region radius are186

employed. Example theoretical results on the convergence of model-based methods to187

first- or second-order stationary points can be found in [9, 13]. In order to guarantee188

convergence, the interpolation points that are used for building the models need to189

satisfy a geometry condition referred to as well-poisedness. See [10, 11, 13, 21, 33] for190

further discussion. Other types of models can be employed as well while leading to191

convergence guarantees. For example, interpolating radial basis function models have192

been used in ORBIT [35, 36], a model-based trust-region algorithm with theoretical193

convergence guarantees. Other types of local models such as linear or quadratic194

regression models can be used in place of interpolation models; see [12].195

Model-based algorithmic ideas have been extended to solve constrained optimiza-196

tion problems as well. In [7], a high-level discussion on how to handle various types of197

constraints is provided. BOBYQA [28] is designed to solve bound-constrained prob-198

lems that are unrelaxable. COBYLA [24] can solve inequality constrained problems199

by constructing linear interpolation models for the objective and constraint functions200

using points that lie on a simplex. In [6] and [20], DFO methods for solving problems201

with closed convex constraints are studied, where it is assumed that projections onto202

the feasible region are tractable. The proposed algorithms in [6] and [20] have global203

convergence guarantees. CONORBIT [29] is an extension of ORBIT [35] that handles204

relaxable inequality constraints and unrelaxable bound constraints.205

One of the motivating settings for our proposed algorithm is least-squares op-206

timization. Hence, we mention that for the special case of such problems, tailored207

algorithms that take into account the structure of the problem have been proposed.208

For example, DFO-LS [4] and DFO-GN [5] suggest constructing separate linear mod-209

els for the residuals, then exploiting a Gauss-Newton approach in order to construct210

a quadratic model for the least-squares objective function. DFO-LS [4] can handle211

bound constraints as well. Constructing separate quadratic interpolation models for212

the residuals and using Taylor approximation to construct a quadratic model for the213

least-squares objective has been considered in POUNDERS [34] and DFLS [37].214

Most relevant for this paper is the fact that all of the aforementioned methods do215

not consider how to exploit the use of function values obtained when previously solving216

related optimization problems. This is the distinguishing feature of our algorithm.217

1.5. Organization. A general DFO algorithmic framework that exploits prior218

function evaluations for solving (1.2) is presented in Section 2. In Section 3, we provide219

an approximation scheme that uses prior function value information such that one220

obtains an implementable instance of the framework. In Section 4, ideas are presented221

for obtaining well-poised interpolation sets. The results of numerical experiments are222

presented in Section 5 and concluding remarks are provided in Section 6.223

2. A Derivative-Free Algorithmic Framework. A general model-based al-224

gorithmic framework for solving problem (1.2) that exploits prior information in order225

to build the models is presented in this section. The framework that we propose is de-226

signed to solve (1.2) for any t ∈ N. Hence, hereafter, we simplify notation by dropping227
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the index t. In particular, presuming that t ≥ 0 is fixed, we consider the minimization228

of f(·) := h(F (·, θ)) over Ω, write Hi in place of Hi,t, and write F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) in place229

of F̃i(x, θt,Hi,t, δ). In this manner, (1.4) can be rewritten as230

|Fi(x, θ)− F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ)| ≤ κappδ.(2.1)231232

In Section 2.1, we describe a generic procedure for the construction of so-called fully233

linear element function models and fully linear master models. In Section 2.2, a234

description of the algorithm is provided with pseudocode presented in Algorithm 2.1.235

We sketch a convergence proof for Algorithm 2.1 in Section 2.3 and Appendix A.236

Inputs to our algorithm include an initial iterate x0 ∈ Rn, a maximal trust region237

radius ∆max ∈ R>0 such that ∆k ≤ ∆max for all k ∈ N, and a maximal approximation238

radius δmax ∈ R>0 such that δk ≤ δmax for all k ∈ N. Denoting the f(x0)-sublevel239

set for the objective function f as L0 = {x ∈ Rnx : f(x) ≤ f(x0)}, it follows by240

construction that the iterate sequence {xk} generated by the algorithm and the points241

that are used to approximate function values are contained in the enlarged set242

Lenl := L0 +Btr(0,∆max) +Bapp(0, δmax).243

Throughout this section, we assume the following about the functions defining f .244

Assumption 2.1. There exists an open convex set X containing Lenl ∩ Ω over245

which, for each i ∈ [p], one has that Fi(·, θ) is continuously differentiable, Fi(·, θ) is246

Lipschitz continuous with constant LFi,x ∈ R>0 such that247

|Fi(x, θ)− Fi(x̄, θ)| ≤ LFi,x‖x− x̄‖tr for all (x, x̄) ∈ X × X ,248

and ∇Fi(·, θ) is Lipschitz continuous with constant L∇Fi,x ∈ R>0 such that249

‖∇Fi(x, θ)−∇Fi(x̄, θ)‖tr∗ ≤ L∇Fi,x‖x− x̄‖tr for all (x, x̄) ∈ X × X .250

In addition, there exists an open convex set Y containing {F (x) : x ∈ Lenl ∩ Ω} over251

which one has that h is twice-continuously differentiable, h is Lipschitz continuous252

with constant Lh ∈ R>0 such that253

(2.2) |h(y)− h(ȳ)| ≤ Lh‖y − ȳ‖2 for all (y, ȳ) ∈ Y × Y,254

∇h is Lipschitz continuous with constant L∇h ∈ R>0 such that255

(2.3) ‖∇h(y)−∇h(ȳ)‖2 ≤ L∇h‖y − ȳ‖2 for all (y, ȳ) ∈ Y × Y,256

there exists κ∇h ∈ R>0 such that ‖∇h(y)‖2 ≤ κ∇h for all y ∈ Y, and for each i ∈ [p]257

there exists κ∂ih ∈ R>0 such that |∂ih(y)| ≤ κ∂ih for all y ∈ Y.258

We augment this assumption in the next section following our introduction of259

models for approximating the element functions of F . In addition, defining260

LFx =

p∑
i=1

LFi,x , L̄Fx =

(
p∑
i=1

L2
Fi,x

) 1
2

, and L∇Fx =

p∑
i=1

L∇Fi,x ,(2.4)261

262

let us also mention that, under Assumption 2.1, it follows from (2.4) that f is contin-263

uously differentiable and with (1.1) one finds that264

‖∇f(x)−∇f(x̄)‖tr∗ = ‖∇F (x, θ)∇h(F (x, θ))−∇F (x̄, θ)∇h(F (x̄, θ))‖tr∗265
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≤ κtr∗1
‖∇F (x, θ)‖tr∗,1‖∇h(F (x, θ))−∇h(F (x̄, θ))‖2266

+ κtr∗1
‖∇F (x, θ)−∇F (x̄, θ)‖tr∗,1‖∇h(F (x̄, θ))‖2267

≤ κtr∗1

(
κtr∗3

LFxL∇hL̄Fi,x + κ∇hL∇Fx
)
‖x− x̄‖tr(2.5)268269

for all (x, x̄) ∈ X × X , where X is defined as in the assumption, which is to say that270

the gradient function ∇f is Lipschitz continuous over X with constant as shown.271

2.1. Fully Linear Models. Model-based derivative-free optimization methods272

often use local linear or quadratic interpolation models [13, 35]. More generally, in273

iteration k ∈ N, let Dk be a set of interpolation points in a neighborhood of the274

current iterate xk, e.g., each member of the set Dk has the form x − xk for some275

x ∈ Btr(xk,∆k) ∩ Ω. Considering an element function Fi for some i ∈ [p], one276

commonly lets qk,i denote a local interpolation model of Fi around xk satisfying277

qk,i(xk + d) = Fi(xk + d, θ) for all d ∈ Dk. However, our algorithm merely requires278

qk,i(xk + d) = F̃i(xk + d, θ,Hk,i, δk) for all d ∈ Dk,(2.6)279280

where the approximate function value F̃i(xk + d, θ,Hk,i, δk) is required to satisfy a281

condition similar to (2.1) for all d ∈ Dk.282

We make the following assumption about qk,i for all k ∈ N and i ∈ [p]. Let us283

define qk(x) :=
[
qk,1(x) . . . qk,p(x)

]T
. With respect to the functions h and ∇h,284

this assumption should be seen to augment Assumption 2.1, e.g., with respect to the285

definitions of the Lipschitz constants.286

Assumption 2.2. There exists an open convex set X containing Lenl ∩ Ω over287

which, for all k ∈ N and i ∈ [p], one has that qk,i is twice-continuously differentiable,288

∇qk,i is Lipschitz continuous with constant L∇qi ∈ R>0 such that289

‖∇qk,i(x)−∇qk,i(x̄)‖tr∗ ≤ L∇qi‖x− x̄‖tr for all (x, x̄) ∈ X × X ,290

and there exists κ∇qi ∈ R>0 such that ‖∇qk,i(x)‖2 ≤ κ∇qi for all x ∈ X . In addition,291

there exists an open convex set Y containing
⋃∞
k=1{qk(x) : x ∈ Lenl∩Ω} over which h292

is twice-continuously differentiable, h is Lipschitz continuous with constant Lh ∈ R>0293

such that (2.2) holds, ∇h is Lipschitz continuous with constant L∇h ∈ R>0 such that294

(2.3) holds, there exists κ∇h ∈ R>0 such that ‖∇h(y)‖2 ≤ κ∇h for all y ∈ Y, and for295

each i ∈ [p] there exists κ∂ih ∈ R>0 such that |∂ih(y)| ≤ κ∂ih for all y ∈ Y.296

A practical method for constructing a model qk,i that satisfies Assumption 2.2 is297

provided in [32, 33]. For our purposes later on, let us define298

L∇q =

p∑
i=1

L∇qi and κ∇q =

p∑
i=1

κ∇qi .(2.7)299

300

In model-based derivative-free optimization, since the derivative of a black-box301

function cannot be evaluated analytically and Taylor models are replaced with inter-302

polation or regression models, one needs to ensure that the model is accurate enough303

in a neighborhood of the current iterate, commonly defined by the trust region. This is304

achieved by providing bounds on the error in the model and its gradient. The concept305

of a fully linear model defines such a situation common in modern DFO methods.306

Definition 2.3. A sequence of differentiable models {mk}, with mk : Rn → R307

for all k ∈ N, is fully linear with respect to a differentiable function f : Rn → R over308
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Btr(xk,∆k)∩Ω with constants (κef, κeg) ∈ R≥0 ×R≥0 if, for all x ∈ Btr(xk,∆k)∩Ω,309

|mk(x)− f(x)| ≤ κef∆
2
k and ‖∇mk(x)−∇f(x)‖tr∗ ≤ κeg∆k.(2.8)310311

The following lemma provides sufficient conditions for the models {qk,i}k∈N to be312

a fully linear with respect to Fi(·, θ) over a trust region for all i ∈ [p].313

Lemma 2.4. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold and consider arbitrary314

k ∈ N and Dk := {d1, . . . , dnx} ⊂ Btr(0,∆k)∩(Ω−xk) such that (a) for all i ∈ [p], the315

model qk,i satisfies (2.6) on Dk ∪ {0}, and (b) the matrix
[
d1 . . . dnx

]
is invertible316

and, for some Λ ∈ R>0 and κ̄app ∈ R>0, one has that317 ∥∥∥[d1 . . . dnx
]−1
∥∥∥

2
≤ Λ

∆k
and(2.9)318

|Fi(xk + d, θ)− F̃i(xk + d, θ,Hk,i, δk)| ≤ κ̄app∆2
k for all d ∈ Dk ∪ {0}.(2.10)319320

Then, for any x ∈ Btr(xk; ∆k) ∩ Ω and any i ∈ [p], the model qk,i satisfies321

|qk,i(x)− Fi(x, θ)| ≤ κ̂ef∆
2
k(2.11)322

and ‖∇qk,i(x)−∇Fi(x, θ)‖tr∗ ≤ κ̂eg∆k,(2.12)323324

for some κ̂ef ∈ R>0 and κ̂eg ∈ R>0 independent of k.325

Proof. Consider an arbitrary index k ∈ N, set Dk := {d1, . . . , dnx} ⊂ Btr(0,∆k)∩326

(Ω−xk) satisfying the conditions of the lemma, point x = xk+s for some ‖s‖tr ≤ ∆k327

such that x ∈ Ω, and i ∈ [p]. For brevity, let us drop the dependence of Fi on θ; i.e.,328

let us use Fi(x) to represent Fi(x, θ). Following the proof of Theorem 4.1 in [32], let329

eq(s) := qk,i(xk + s)− Fi(xk + s) and e∇q(s) := ∇qk,i(xk + s)−∇Fi(xk + s).330331

In addition, let d0 := 0, and, for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nx}, let332

I1,j :=

∫ 1

0

〈∇Fi
(
xk + s+ t(dj − s)

)
−∇Fi(xk + s), dj − s〉dt,333

I2,j :=

∫ 1

0

〈∇qk,i
(
xk + s+ t(dj − s)

)
−∇qk,i(xk + s), dj − s〉dt,334

I3,j :=

∫ 1

0

〈∇Fi
(
xk + s− ts

)
−∇Fi(xk + s),−s〉dt, and335

I4,j :=

∫ 1

0

〈∇qk,i
(
xk + s− ts

)
−∇qk,i(xk + s),−s〉dt.336

337

By [15, Lemma 4.1.2], it follows for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nx} that338

(2.13) 〈e∇q(s), dj − s〉 = I1,j − I2,j − eq(s)− Fi(xk + dj) + qk,i(xk + dj),339

while one also finds for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nx} that340

〈e∇q(s), dj〉 = I1,j − I2,j − I3,j + I4,j341

− Fi(xk + dj) + qk,i(xk + dj) + Fi(xk)− qk,i(xk).(2.14)342343

Let us bound the integrals on the right-hand sides of (2.13) and (2.14). First, under344

Assumption 2.1, it follows for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nx} that345

|I1,j | ≤
∫ 1

0

‖∇Fi
(
xk + s+ t(dj − s)

)
−∇Fi(xk + s)‖tr∗‖dj − s‖trdt346
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≤ L∇Fi,x‖dj − s‖2tr
∫ 1

0

tdt ≤ 2L∇Fi,x∆2
k.(2.15)347

348

Similarly, under Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 it follows that349

|I2,j | ≤ 2L∇qi∆
2
k, |I3,j | ≤ 1

2L∇Fi,x∆2
k, |I4,j | ≤ 1

2L∇qi∆
2
k.(2.16)350351

Moreover, by (2.6) and (2.10), it follows for all j ∈ {0, 1, . . . , nx} that352

|Fi(xk + dj)− qk,i(xk + dj)| ≤ κ̄app∆2
k.(2.17)353354

To show (2.12), let D̄ :=
[
d1 . . . dnx

]
, note (2.14)–(2.17) shows ‖D̄T e∇q(s)‖∞ ≤355

κ1∆2
k, where κ1 = ( 5

2 (L∇Fi,x + L∇qi) + 2κ̄app), then, with (1.1c) and (2.9), see that356

‖e∇q(s)‖tr∗ ≤ κtr∗0
‖D̄−T ‖2‖D̄T e∇q(s)‖∞ ≤ κtr∗0

κ1Λ∆k =: κ̂eg∆k;(2.18)357358

(2.12) follows since s was chosen arbitrarily in Btr(0; ∆k) such that x = xk+s ∈ Ω. To359

show (2.11), it follows from (2.18), (2.13) for d1 = 0, the fact that I1,j (respectively,360

I2,j) reduces to I3,j (respectively, I4,j) for j = 0 (since d0 = 0), and (2.15)–(2.17) that361

|eq(s)| ≤ ‖e∇q(s)‖tr∗‖s‖tr + 1
2 (L∇Fi,x + L∇qi)∆

2
k + κ̄app∆2

k362

≤
(
κ̂eg +

1

2
(L∇Fi,x + L∇qi) + κ̄app

)
∆2
k =: κ̂ef∆

2
k;363

364

(2.11) follows since s was chosen arbitrarily in Btr(0; ∆k) with x = xk + s ∈ Ω.365

With local models for all of the element functions, a local quadratic model for f366

around xk can be obtained using a Taylor expansion. For example, let us consider367

the model mk for each k ∈ N to be a second-order Taylor series approximation and368

can be expressed as369

370

(2.19) mk(x) = h(qk(xk)) +∇h(qk(xk))T∇qk(xk)T (x− xk)371

+ 1
2 (x−xk)T

(
p∑
i=1

∂ih(qk(xk))∇2qk,i(xk) +∇qk(xk)∇2h(qk(xk))∇qk(xk)T

)
(x−xk).372

373

Under our stated assumptions, the second-order derivatives of this model are374

bounded and the models {mk} are fully linear with respect to f within a trust region.375

These facts are shown in the next two lemmas.376

Lemma 2.5. Suppose that Assumption 2.2 holds. Then, there exists κbhm ∈ R>0377

such that ‖∇2mk(xk)‖(tr,tr∗) ≤ κbhm for all k ∈ N.378

Proof. Under Assumption 2.2, it follows that ‖∇2qk,i(xk)‖(tr,tr∗) ≤ L∇qi for all379

k ∈ N and i ∈ [p] and ‖∇2h(qk(xk))‖2 ≤ L∇h for all k ∈ N. Consequently, by (1.1e),380

(2.7), and the definition of mk in (2.19), one finds that381

‖∇2mk(xk)‖(tr,tr∗)382

≤
p∑
i=1

|∂ih(qk(xk))|‖∇2qk,i(xk)‖(tr,tr∗) + κtr∗2
‖∇qk(xk)‖2tr∗,1‖∇2h(qk(xk))‖2383

≤
p∑
i=1

(κ∂ihL∇qi) + κtr∗2
κ2
∇qL∇h =: κbhm,384

385

as desired.386
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Lemma 2.6. Suppose that Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 hold and consider arbitrary387

k ∈ N and Dk := {d1, . . . , dnx} ⊂ Btr(0,∆k)∩(Ω−xk) such that (a) for all i ∈ [p], the388

model qk,i satisfies (2.6) on Dk ∪ {0}, and (b) the matrix
[
d1 · · · dnx

]
is invertible389

and, for some Λ ∈ R>0 and κ̄app ∈ R>0, (2.9) and (2.10) hold. Then, mk defined by390

(2.19) satisfies (2.8) in B(xk,∆k) ∩ Ω for some (κef, κeg) ∈ R2
>0 independent of k.391

Proof. Consider an arbitrary index k ∈ N, set Dk := {d1, . . . , dnx} ⊂ Btr(0,∆k)∩392

(Ω−xk) satisfying the conditions of the lemma, point x = xk+s for some ‖s‖tr ≤ ∆k393

such that x ∈ Ω, and i ∈ [p]. For brevity, let us drop the dependence of F and Fi on394

θ; i.e., let us use F (x) and Fi(x) to represent F (x, θ) and Fi(x, θ), respectively. To395

show the first bound in (2.8), observe by the Mean Value Theorem that396

f(x) = f(xk) +∇f(xk + τ1s)
T s(2.20)397

= h(F (xk)) +∇h(F (xk + τ1s))
T∇F (xk + τ1s)

T s for some τ1 ∈ [0, 1].398399

Similarly, for the master model mk in (2.19), it follows for some τ2 ∈ [0, 1] that400

mk(x) = h(qk(xk)) +∇h(qk(xk + τ2s))
T∇qk(xk + τ2s)

T s.(2.21)401402

Therefore, by (2.20) and (2.21), one finds that403

404

(2.22) |f(x)−mk(x)| ≤
∣∣h(F (xk))− h(qk(xk))

∣∣405

+ ‖∇F (xk + τ1s)∇h(F (xk + τ1s))−∇qk(xk + τ2s)∇h(qk(xk + τ2s))‖tr∗‖s‖tr.406407

To bound the first term on the right-hand side of (2.22), one finds from (2.6) and408

(2.10) and Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 that409

|h(F (xk))− h(qk(xk))| ≤ Lh‖F (xk)− qk(xk)‖2 ≤ κ2∆2
k(2.23)410411

where κ2 =
√
pLhκ̄app. To bound the second term, recall that ‖s‖tr ≤ ∆k and412

∆k ≤ ∆max for all k ∈ N; in addition, by (1.1d), (2.4), (2.7), the fact that |τ1−τ2| ≤ 1,413

Lemma 2.4, and Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 it follows that414

‖∇F (xk + τ1s)∇h(F (xk + τ1s))−∇qk(xk + τ2s)∇h(qk(xk + τ2s))‖tr∗(2.24)415

≤ κtr∗1
‖∇F (xk + τ1s)−∇qk(xk + τ1s)‖tr∗,1‖∇h(F (xk + τ1s))‖2416

+ κtr∗1
‖∇qk(xk + τ1s)−∇qk(xk + τ2s)‖tr∗,1‖∇h(qk(xk + τ2s))‖2417

+ κtr∗1
‖∇qk(xk + τ1s)‖tr∗,1‖∇h(F (xk + τ1s))−∇h(qk(xk + τ2s))‖2418

≤ pκtr∗1
κ̂eg‖∇h(F (xk + τ1s))‖2∆k + κtr∗1

L∇q‖∇h(qk(xk + τ2s))‖2∆k419

+ κtr∗1
L∇h‖∇qk(xk + τ1s)‖tr∗,1‖F (xk + τ1s)− F (xk + τ2s)‖2420

+ κtr∗1
L∇h‖∇qk(xk + τ1s)‖tr∗,1‖F (xk + τ2s)− qk(xk + τ2s)‖2 ≤ κ3∆k;421422

where κ3 := κtr∗1

(
κ∇h(pκ̂eg + L∇q) + L∇hκ∇q

(
L̄Fx +

√
pκ̂ef∆max

))
. From (2.22)–423

(2.24) it follows that the first bound in (2.8) holds for κef = κ2 +κ3, as desired. Next,424

to show the second bound in (2.8), first observe by Taylor’s Theorem that425

∇f(x) = ∇F (xk)∇h(F (xk)) +

∫ 1

0

∇2f(xk + τs)sdτ,(2.25)426
427

where428
429
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(2.26) ∇2f(xk + τs) =

p∑
i=1

∂ih(F (xk + τs))∇2Fi(xk + τs)430

+∇F (xk + τs)∇2h(F (xk + τs))∇F (xk + τs)T .431432

Also, from (2.19), it follows that433

∇mk(x) =∇qk(xk)∇h(qk(xk)) +∇2mk(xk)s.(2.27)434435

As a result, from (2.25) and (2.27), one obtains436

437

(2.28) ‖∇mk(x)−∇f(x)‖tr∗ ≤ ‖∇F (xk)∇h(F (xk))−∇qk(xk)∇h(qk(xk))‖tr∗438

+

∥∥∥∥∫ 1

0

∇2f(xk + τs)sdτ

∥∥∥∥
tr∗

+ ‖s‖tr‖∇2mk(xk)‖(tr,tr∗).439

440

Let us now bound each of the terms on the right-hand side of (2.28). For the first441

term, by Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2 and Lemma 2.4, and (2.4), one has that442

‖∇F (xk)∇h(F (xk))−∇qk(xk)∇h(qk(xk))‖tr∗(2.29)443

≤ ‖∇F (xk)∇h(F (xk))−∇F (xk)∇h(qk(xk))‖tr∗444

+ ‖∇F (xk)∇h(qk(xk))−∇qk(xk)∇h(qk(xk))‖tr∗445

≤ κtr∗1
‖∇F (xk)‖tr∗,1‖∇h(F (xk))−∇h(qk(xk))‖2446

+ κtr∗1
‖∇F (xk)−∇qk(xk)‖tr∗,1‖∇h(qk(xk))‖2447

≤ κtr∗1

√
pLFxL∇hκ̄app∆2

k + κtr∗1
pκ∇hκ̂eg∆k ≤ κ4∆k448449

where κ4 := κtr∗1

√
p
(
LFxL∇hκ̄app∆max +

√
pκ∇hκ̂eg

)
. For the second term, one finds450 ∥∥∥∥∫ 1

0

∇2f(xk + τs)sdτ

∥∥∥∥
tr∗
≤ ‖s‖tr

∫ 1

0

∥∥∇2f(xk + τs)
∥∥

(tr,tr∗)
dτ,451

452

where, by (2.26), (1.1e), (2.4), and Assumptions 2.1 and 2.2, it follows that453

454

(2.30) ‖∇2f(xk + τs)‖(tr,tr∗) ≤
p∑
i=1

|∂ih(F (xk + τs))|
∥∥∇2Fi(xk + τs)

∥∥
(tr,tr∗)

455

+ κtr∗2
‖∇F (xk + τs)‖2tr∗,1‖∇2h(F (xk + τs))‖2 ≤ κ5.456457

where κ5 :=
∑p
i=1(κ∂ihL∇Fi,x) + κtr∗2

L2
Fx
L∇h. For the third term, by Lemma 2.5,458

‖∇2mk(xk)‖(tr,tr∗) ≤ κbhm.(2.31)459460

Substituting (2.29)–(2.31) into (2.28), one obtains461

‖∇mk(x)−∇f(x)‖tr∗ ≤ (κ4 + κ5 + κbhm)∆k =: κeg∆k462463

as desired.464

2.2. Algorithm Description. Our algorithmic framework is stated as Algo-465

rithm 2.1 on page 13. The main structure of the algorithm is similar to the general466

trust-region DFO framework considered in [20]. In each iteration k ∈ N, a set of467
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points Dk are determined and the information contained in {Hk,i}i∈[p] is augmented,468

if necessary, such that one obtains approximate function values satisfying469

(2.32) |Fi(xk + d, θ)− F̃i(xk + d, θ,Hk,i, δk)| ≤ κappδk for all d ∈ Dk ∪ {0}.470

Since capp ≤ κ̄app/κapp (see Algorithm 2.1), (2.32) and the fact that δk ← capp∆2
k471

in line 2 ensures that (2.10) holds, which along with (2.6) and (2.19) means that472

the models {qk,i}i∈[p] and mk satisfy the requirements of the lemmas in the previous473

section. An implementable strategy for approximating function values using prior474

function value information (to ensure (2.32)) is presented and analyzed in Section 3.475

Remark 2.7. We emphasize that our presentation of Algorithm 2.1—in particu-476

lar, its requirement that {qk,i}i∈[p] and mk are fully linear for all k ∈ N—has been477

simplified for our discussion and analysis, even though our analysis could be extended478

to situations in which fully linear models are not always required. This is consistent479

with other modern DFO methods, such as those in [13, 20], which do not require a480

fully linear model in every iteration. For example, as long as ‖∇2mk(xk)‖ ≤ κbhm481

and the computed search direction satisfies a Cauchy decrease condition (see (2.34)482

below) for all k ∈ N, one can relax the requirements on Dk in line 3 and accept the483

trial point as long as ρk ≥ η, even if ‖
[
d2 . . . dnx+1

]−1 ‖2 > Λ
∆k

(i.e., (2.9) is484

violated) or δk > capp∆2
k (i.e., (2.10) may be violated). In such a setting, a couple485

of modifications of the algorithm are needed. First, one needs to modify the step ac-486

ceptance conditions to stop the algorithm from decreasing the trust region radius if a487

step has been computed with a model that is not fully linear. Second, in the criticality488

step, if the model is not fully linear, then again the trust region radius should not be489

updated and instead a fully linear model should be constructed.490

Upon construction of mk, the algorithm considers the stationary measure491

πmk =
∣∣∣ min
xk+d∈Ω
‖d‖tr≤1

∇mk(xk)T d
∣∣∣.(2.33)492

493

Specifically, if the algorithm finds that πmk is smaller than a threshold εc ∈ R>0 and the494

trust region radius is greater than µπmk for a constant µ ∈ R>0, then a criticality step495

(see line 5) is performed, meaning the trust region radius is decreased and the iterate496

is unchanged. The purpose of the criticality step is to ensure that the sufficiently497

small value for πmk is due to a stationarity measure for f also being sufficiently small498

(see (2.36)), not merely due to model inaccuracy. In any case, if line 7 is reached,499

then a step sk is computed in the trust-region that guarantees Cauchy decrease, i.e.,500

mk(xk)−mk(xk + sk) ≥ κfcdπ
m
k min

{
πmk

κbhm + 1
,∆k, 1

}
(2.34)501

502

is achieved for some user-prescribed κfcd ∈ (0, 1], where κbhm ∈ R>0 is defined as503

in Lemma 2.5. Sufficient conditions on sk to achieve (2.34) and an algorithm for504

obtaining such a step can be found in [8]. After calculating the step sk, the trial point505

xk + sk is considered. According to the actual-to-predicted reduction ratio, namely,506

ρk :=
f(xk)− f(xk + sk)

mk(xk)−mk(xk + sk)
,(2.35)507

508

it is decided whether the trial point should be accepted as the new iterate and how509

the trust region radius should be updated. If ρk is greater than a threshold η ∈ R>0510
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then the trial point is accepted; otherwise, it is rejected. In addition, if ρ ≥ η, then511

the trust region radius is increased; otherwise, it is decreased.512

The main difference between our algorithm and other modern model-based DFO513

frameworks is that function value approximations may be used at interpolation points514

in place of exact function values. These approximations are obtained using function515

values computed at nearby points, either in earlier runs of the algorithm (when solving516

a related optimization problem) or in earlier iterations of the current run of the517

algorithm. Specifically, in each iteration k ∈ N, given the prior information Hk,i,518

the algorithm attempts to approximate Fi(xk + d, θ) for all d ∈ Dk such that the519

approximation error is sufficiently small. If there is not enough information available520

for approximating Fi(xk + d, θ) for some d ∈ Dk, then one may need to evaluate the521

black-box function Fi at xk + d, which is information that can be used to augment522

Hk,i. See Section 3 for further details on our function approximation strategy.523

Another important feature of our framework is that one can also exploit prior524

function value information when determining the set of points to include in the in-525

terpolation set Dk. Contemporary model-based DFO methods that do not exploit526

prior function evaluations often choose the interpolation set so that it is well-poised527

[6, 13], for which it is sufficient to ensure that (2.9) holds. For example, [7, 33] provide528

techniques for obtaining well-poised sets of interpolation points. For our purposes,529

however, beyond satisfying (2.9), our aim is to determine an interpolation set that530

exploits prior function evaluations when possible. Toward this end, we define a utility531

function to assess the potential usefulness of points in {Hk,i} that are contained in532

Btr(xk,∆k)∩Ω. In Section 4, we present our utility function and a complete algorithm533

(Algorithm 4.1) for constructing the interpolation set such that (2.9) is guaranteed in534

a manner that prioritizes the use of prior function evaluations.535

Algorithm 2.1 : General DFO Framework

Require: ∆0 ∈ (0,∞); ∆max ∈ (0,∞); δmax ∈ (0,∞); γdec ∈ (0, 1); γinc ∈ (1,∞);
η ∈ (0,∞); µ ∈ (0,∞); ξ ∈ (0, 1] (see Theorem 4.6); εc ∈ (0,∞); κapp ∈ (0,∞);
κ̄app ∈ (0,∞); capp ∈ [0, κ̄app/κapp]; κfcd ∈ (0, 1]; uthr ∈ [0,∞).

Require: Initial iterate x0 ∈ Rnx ; prior information {H0,i}.
1: for k = 0, 1, . . . do
2: Set δk ← capp∆2

k.
3: Find Dk ⊂ Ω − xk and augment {Hk,i}pi=1 (if necessary) such that (2.9)

holds and the approximate values {F̃i(xk+d, θ,Hk,i, δk)}i∈[p],d∈Dk∪{0} yield
{qk,i}pi=1 and mk satisfying (2.6), (2.32), Assumption 2.2, and (2.19).

4: if πmk ≤ εc and ∆k > µπmk then
5: Criticality step: set sk = 0, ρk = 0, ∆k+1 ← γdec∆k, and xk+1 ← xk.
6: else
7: Compute sk satisfying (2.34).
8: Evaluate Fi(xk + sk, θ) and augment Hk,i for all i ∈ [p].
9: Compute ρk by (2.35).

10: if ρk ≥ η then
11: Successful step: set ∆k+1 ← min{γinc∆k,∆max} and xk+1 ← xk + sk.
12: else
13: Unsuccessful step: set ∆k+1 ← γdec∆k and xk+1 ← xk.

14: Set Hk+1,i ← Hk,i for all i ∈ [p].
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2.3. Convergence Result. A convergence result for Algorithm 2.1 follows in a536

similar manner as for [13, Algorithm 10.1] and [6, Algorithm 1]. We state the result537

in terms of a stationarity measure for the minimization of f over Ω that is similar to538

the previously defined measure for mk (recall (2.33)), namely,539

(2.36) πfk =
∣∣∣ min
xk+d∈Ω
‖d‖tr≤1

∇f(xk)T d
∣∣∣;540

see [8, 20]. Specifically, under the following assumption, the following theorem holds.541

Assumption 2.8. The objective f : Rnx → R is bounded below on Lenl ∩ Ω.542

Theorem 2.9. If Assumptions 2.1, 2.2, and 2.8 hold, then lim
k→∞

πfk = 0.543

Given the properties of Algorithm 2.1 provided in this section, most notably the544

fact that it generates fully linear models, a complete proof of Theorem 2.9 follows545

that of other such convergence analyses of model-based trust-region DFO methods.546

As a brief overview of the proof, we provide a sketch in Appendix A.547

3. Function Approximation. Our general DFO framework presented in Algo-548

rithm 2.1 makes use of approximate function values for building interpolation models;549

specifically, given (x, θ, δ) ∈ Rnx × Rnθ × R>0 and {Hi}i∈[p], it makes use of550

F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) ≈ Fi(x, θ) for all i ∈ [p].551

In this section, we describe a simple regression procedure that yields the accuracy552

required to obtain convergence. In a practical setting, however, an application-specific553

function approximation scheme, such a surrogate model with guaranteed error bounds,554

is likely to provide useful function estimates with fewer prior function evaluations.555

In the following, we show that if a sufficient amount of function value informa-556

tion with respect to Fi for some i ∈ [p] at points near (x, θ) (in a sense defined in557

this section) is available, then a simple procedure can compute F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) satis-558

fying the requirements stated in Algorithm 2.1, namely, a bound of the form (2.32),559

without further function evaluations. If such information is not available, then the560

algorithm may instead compute Fi(x, θ) explicitly and set F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) ← Fi(x, θ),561

for which the requirements in the algorithm are satisfied trivially. Ultimately, we562

claim that there exist situations in practice when such explicit function evaluations563

can be avoided, as our numerical experiments in Section 5 demonstrate. For ease of564

exposition, we explain our approximation scheme for two particular cases introduced565

in Section 1, i.e., least-squares and multi-output simulation optimization problems.566

3.1. Least-Squares Optimization Problems. Recall problem (1.5) and con-567

sider arbitrary i ∈ [p]. Let us also assume the following about the function φ.568

Assumption 3.1. There exists an open convex set Ξ containing Lenl × W over569

which φ is Lipschitz continuous with constant Lφ ∈ R>0 such that570

|φ(x,w)− φ(x̄, w̄)| ≤ Lφ
∥∥∥∥[x− x̄w − w̄

]∥∥∥∥
app

571

572

for all ((x,w), (x̄, w̄)) ∈ Ξ× Ξ.573

Under Assumption 3.1, computing F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) ≈ Fi(x, θ) = φ(x,wi) satisfying574

the requirements of Algorithm 2.1 requires a sufficient amount of function value in-575

formation in Hi (defined in (1.6)) with respect to Fi. We capture such information576
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in a set that we define for some δ ∈ R>0 as577

Ai(x,wi, δ) =

{
(x̄, w̄, φ(x̄, w̄)) ∈ Hi :

∥∥∥∥[ x̄− xw̄ − wi

]∥∥∥∥
app

≤ δ

}
.(3.1)578

579

For notational convenience, let us explicitly express the finite set Ai(x,wi, δ) =580

{(uj , φj)}Nj=1, where uj := (xj , wj) ∈ Rnu and φj = φ(xj , wj) for all j ∈ [N ]. Given581

Ai(x,wi, δ) for some i ∈ [p], let us now describe a procedure for computing an ap-582

proximation F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) ≈ Fi(x, θ) = φ(x,wi) satisfying the requirements in Algo-583

rithm 2.1. In particular, with parameters αT =
[
α0 αT1 αT2

]
, let us express584

F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) = α0 + αT1 x+ αT2 wi.585586

We propose computing α by solving a regularized linear regression problem with587

regularization parameter λ ∈ R>0, namely,588

min
α∈Rnu+1

1

2

N∑
j=1

(
α0 + αT1 xj + αT2 wj − φj

)2
+
λ

2

(
‖α1‖22 + ‖α2‖22

)
.(3.2)589

590

Observe that the intercept α0 is not regularized in this problem, which has the result591

that the approximation is invariant to translations (see Lemma 3.2 below). For further592

discussion about regularizing in this manner, see [19, Section 3.4.1]. The objects that593

are used to compute the approximation are then u := (x,wi) along with594

M :=

[
1 . . . 1
u1 . . . uN

]T
∈ RN×(nu+1) and φ :=

[
φ1 . . . φN

]T ∈ RN .(3.3)595
596

In particular, expressing (3.2) in terms of (M,φ) yields597

(3.4) min
α∈Rnu+1

1

2
‖Mα− φ‖22 +

λ

2

(
‖α1‖22 + ‖α2‖22

)
.598

Defining Ī := I − e1e
T
1 , one finds that the unique solution of this problem is given by599

α =
(
MTM + λĪ

)−1
MTφ, from which it follows that the desired approximation is600

obtained by solving (3.4), then computing601

F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) :=
[
1 uT

]
α = βTφ ≈ Fi(x, θ),(3.5)602603

where for the given regularization parameter λ ∈ R>0 we define604

βT =
[
1 uT

]
(MTM + λĪ)−1MT .(3.6)605606

Our goal in the remainder of this section is to show that (3.5) satisfies the re-607

quirements of Algorithm 2.1, namely, a bound of the form in (2.32). Our first lemma608

shows that the value of the vector β defined in (3.6) has invariance properties.609

Lemma 3.2. The vector β defined in (3.6) is invariant to translations in the sense610

that for any vector uc ∈ Rnu one finds that611 [
1 (u− uc)T

] (
MT
c Mc + λĪ

)−1
MT
c =

[
1 uT

]
(MTM + λĪ)−1MT ,612613

where614

Mc :=

[
1 . . . 1

u1 − uc . . . uN − uc

]T
.615

616
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Proof. Defining C := Ī + e1

[
1 −uTc

]
, one finds that Mc = MC; thus,617 [

1 (u− uc)T
] (
MT
c Mc + λĪ

)−1
MT
c618

=
[
1 uT

]
C(CT (MTM + λĪ)C)−1CTMT =

[
1 uT

]
(MTM + λĪ)−1MT ,619620

where the first equation follows since Ī = CT ĪC.621

Our next lemma, which is similar to [13, Lemma 4.9 ], shows that (3.5) yields an622

affine combination of the elements of φ since the elements of β in (3.6) sum to 1.623

Lemma 3.3. The vector β defined in (3.6) satisfies βT1 = 1.624

Proof. Let uc = u, and Mc = M − 1
[
0 uT

]
. By Lemma 3.2, one finds625

βT =
[
1 uT

]
(MTM + λĪ)−1MT = eT1 (MT

c Mc + λĪ)−1MT
c .626627

Hence, the result follows as long as eT1 (MT
c Mc + λĪ)−1MT

c 1 = 1. To see this, ob-628

serve that since the first column of Mc is 1, one finds (MT
c Mc + λĪ)e1 = MT

c 1.629

Multiplying both sides on the left by (MT
c Mc + λĪ)−1, one concludes that e1 =630

(MT
c Mc + λĪ)−1MT

c 1. Thus, eT1 (MT
c Mc + λĪ)−1MT

c 1 = eT1 e1 = 1, as desired.631

We are now prepared to prove our main result of this section.632

Lemma 3.4. Letting σmin ∈ R≥0 be the minimum singular value of MT
d Md, where633

Md :=
[
u1 − u . . . uN − u

]T
, it follows that F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) defined in (3.5) satisfies634 ∣∣∣F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ)− Fi(x, θ)∣∣∣ ≤ κappδ(3.7)635

where κapp := Lφ

(
1 +

(
2Nκapp∗

0

σmin + λ

)
δ

)
.636

637

Proof. By Lemma 3.3, it follows that βT1 = 1, meaning638

|F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ)− Fi(x, θ)| = |βTφ− Fi(x, θ)βT1| ≤
N∑
j=1

|βj ||φj − Fi(x, θ)|639

=

N∑
j=1

|βj ||φ(xj , wj)− φ(x,wi)| ≤ Lφ‖β‖1
∥∥∥∥[ xj − xwj − wi

]∥∥∥∥
app

640

≤ Lφ‖β‖1δ,(3.8)641642

where the last inequality follows by the definition of Ai(x,wi, δ). Our aim now is to643

bound ‖β‖1. Letting uc = 1
N

∑N
j=1 uj and Mc = M − 1

[
0 uTc

]
, one finds that644

(MT
c Mc + λĪ)−1 =

[
1
N 0T

0 (MT
d Md + λI)−1

]
.645

646

Therefore, by applying the result of Lemma 3.2, one finds that647

βT =
[
1 (u− uc)T

] (
MT
c Mc + λĪ

)−1
MT
c = 1

N 1T + (u− uc)T (MT
d Md + λI)−1MT

d ;648649

thus, for any j ∈ [N ], the jth element of β satisfies650

|βj | =
∣∣∣∣ 1

N
+ (u− uc)T (MT

d Md + λI)−1(uj − u)

∣∣∣∣651
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≤ 1

N
+ ‖u− uc‖app‖(MT

d Md + λI)−1(uj − u)‖app∗652

≤ 1

N
+ ‖(MT

d Md + λI)−1(uj − u)‖app∗δ653

≤ 1

N
+ κapp∗

0
‖uj − u‖app‖(MT

d Md + λI)−1‖(2,2)δ =
1

N
+

(
2κapp∗

0

σmin + λ

)
δ2.654

655

Therefore, it follows that656

‖β‖1 =

N∑
j=1

|βj | ≤ 1 +

(
2Nκapp∗

0

σmin + λ

)
δ2,657

658

which combined with (3.8) yields the desired conclusion.659

3.2. Multi-Output Simulation. Recall the multi-output simulation optimiza-660

tion setting withHi defined in (1.7) and consider arbitrary i ∈ [p]. The set of available661

information for approximating Fi(x, θ) for some δ ∈ R>0 is given by662

Ai(x, θ, δ) =

{
(x̄, θ̄, Fi(x̄, θ̄)) ∈ Hi :

∥∥∥∥[x̄− xθ̄ − θ

]∥∥∥∥
app

≤ δ

}
.(3.9)663

664

The general procedure for approximating Fi(x, θ) is similar to the least-squares case;665

hence in order to avoid repetition, we only highlight the differences.666

Let us express Ai(x, θ, δ) = {(uj , φj)}Nj=1, where uj = (xj , θj) ∈ Rnu and φj =667

Fi(xj , θj). Similar to the least-squares case, we propose setting F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) = α0 +668

αT1 x+αT2 θ for some α =
[
α0 αT1 αT2

]
. Let us define M and φ as in (3.3), but with669

uj and φj defined as above for all j ∈ [N ]. One can obtain α by solving a problem of670

the form (3.4), and as a result, for u = (x, θ), an approximation for Fi(x, θ) is given671

by (3.5). Likewise, Lemma 3.2 and 3.3 hold. Finally, a result similar to Lemma 3.4672

can be obtained if the following assumption is made.673

Assumption 3.5. There exists an open convex set Ξ containing Lenl × Θ over674

which Fi is Lipschitz continuous with constant LFi ∈ R>0 such that675

∣∣Fi(x, θ)− Fi(x̄, θ̄)∣∣ ≤ LFi ∥∥∥∥[x− x̄θ − θ̄

]∥∥∥∥
app

676

677

for all
(
(x, θ), (x̄, θ̄)

)
∈ Ξ× Ξ.678

The following lemma is the revised version of Lemma 3.4 for this setting, the679

proof of which is similar to the proof of Lemma 3.4; hence, it is omitted.680

Lemma 3.6. Letting σmin ∈ R≥0 be the minimum singular value of MT
d Md, where681

Md :=
[
u1 − u . . . uN − u

]T
, it follows that F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ) defined in (3.5) satisfies682 ∣∣∣F̃i(x, θ,Hi, δ)− Fi(x, θ)∣∣∣ ≤ κappδ where κapp := LFi

(
1 +

(
2Nκapp∗

0

σmin + λ

)
δ

)
.683

684

4. Interpolation Set Construction. In this section, we provide an imple-685

mentable method for determining an interpolation set that contains nx + 1 suffi-686

ciently affinely independent points in the sense that (2.9) is guaranteed to hold. For687

our purposes here, let us write Ω = [xL, xU ] for some xL ∈ (R ∪ {−∞})nx and688
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xU ∈ (R ∪ {∞})nx with xL,j < xU,j for all j ∈ [nx]. Our strategy involves first run-689

ning a modified version of [33, Algorithm 4.1], which is presented as Algorithm 4.1690

below. If the output of this procedure is a set of nx + 1 points, then the set is com-691

plete and we show that (2.9) is guaranteed to hold. Otherwise, the algorithm that we692

present as Algorithm 4.2 in this section can be called iteratively until a total of nx+1693

points have been obtained, where again we show that (2.9) is guaranteed to hold. In694

either case, after obtaining nx + 1 points, we call [33, Algorithm 4.2] to potentially695

add additional points to the interpolation set and construct a quadratic model.696

Algorithm 4.1 determines a set of points to include in Dk from those in {Hk,i}.697

First, in line 2, the subset of points from this history that are in Btr(xk,∆k)∩Ω and698

have a utility as measured by a function u that exceeds a threshold uthr are identified699

(more on this shortly). For example, in the case of least-squares optimization (when700

the information history {Hk,i} is defined as in (1.6)), this set may have the form701

E ← {x ∈ Btr(xk,∆k) ∩ Ω : (x,w, φ(x,w)) ∈ {Hk,i}, u(x, θ, {Hk,i}) ≥ uthr} ,(4.1)702703

while for the case of multi-output simulation optimization (when the information704

history {Hk,i} is defined as in (1.7)), the set may have the form705

E ← {x ∈ Btr(xk,∆k) ∩ Ω : (x, θ, Fi(x, θ)) ∈ {Hk,i}, u(x, θ, {Hk,i}) ≥ uthr} .(4.2)706707

The set E is then ordered according to the utility function u, the definition of which708

may be problem formulation dependent. For example, in the context of least-squares709

optimization, for any point x ∈ Btr(xk,∆k)∩Ω such that (x,w, φ(x,w)) ∈ {Hk,i}, we710

define the utility as the fraction of element functions {φ(·, wi)} that can be approxi-711

mated with the desired accuracy δk (see line 2 of Algorithm 2.1) at x. On the other712

hand, for multi-output simulation optimization, since performing one simulation gen-713

erates p outputs simultaneously, at any such point x, either all element functions can714

be well approximated or there is not enough information available for approximating715

any of them. A good choice for the utility function in this case may be a function716

that estimates the accuracy of the approximation at x. As discussed in Section 3, the717

accuracy of the approximation at x depends on the number of nearby points as well718

as the geometry of the nearby points (see Lemma 3.6).719

Algorithm 4.1 adds elements to Dk iteratively while also maintaining Z ∈ Rnx×nz720

as a corresponding orthonormal matrix such that span(Z) = null([Dk]1:end), where721

(4.3) [Dk]1:end = matrix composed of vectors in Dk except 0.722

Observe that the norm of the projection in line 5 of the algorithm can be computed723

cheaply since it is equal to ‖ZT (x(i) − xk)‖2/∆k.724

If Algorithm 4.1 returns an interpolation set with |Dk| = nx + 1, then (2.9)725

holds (as we show in Theorem 4.8). Otherwise, additional points need to be added.726

Under the assumption that the (potentially infinite) bound constraints defined by727

Ω = [xL, xU ] might not be relaxable, we propose Algorithm 4.2, which employs the728

subroutine in Algorithm 4.3, for augmenting the set Dk in a manner that ensures that729

(2.9) continues to hold. This algorithm can be called iteratively until |Dk| = nx + 1.730

Consider Dk with |Dk| < nx + 1 obtained after a call to Algorithm 4.1 and731

(potentially) call(s) to Algorithm 4.2. Since |Dk| < nx + 1, null([Dk]1:end) 6= {0}, so732

nz ≥ 1. Following the spirit of Algorithm 4.1, one can augment Dk with d ∈ Rnx in733

a manner that guarantees that (2.9) continues to hold by ensuring that734 ∥∥∥∥projZ

(
d

∆k

)∥∥∥∥
2

≥ ξ, ‖d‖tr ≤ ∆k, and xk + d ∈ Ω.(4.4)735
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Algorithm 4.1 : Construction of elements for Dk from {Hk,i}
Require: Values and parameters from Algorithm 2.1.

1: Set Dk ← {0} and Z ← Inx .
2: Choose E ⊂ Btr(xk,∆k) ∩ Ω from elements of {Hk,i} (see, e.g., (4.1) or (4.2)).
3: Sort E as {x(1), . . . , x(|E|)} so u(x(j), θ, {Hk,i}) ≥ u(x(j+1), θ, {Hk,i}) for j ∈ [|E|].
4: for j = 1, . . . , |E| do
5: if

∥∥∥projZ

(
x(j)−xk

∆k

)∥∥∥
2
≥ ξ then

6: Set Dk ← Dk ∪ {x(j) − xk}.
7: Compute orthonormal Z with span(Z) = null([Dk]1:end) (see (4.3)).

8: return (Dk, Z)

736

for ξ sufficiently small. Recalling that ‖projZ (d/∆k) ‖ = ‖ZT d‖/∆k, one way in737

which one might ensure this property is by solving738

max
d∈Rn

Υ(Z, d) s.t. ‖d‖tr ≤ ∆k and xL − xk ≤ d ≤ xU − xk,(4.5)739
740

where Υ(Z, d) := ‖ZT d‖22. However, a globally optimal solution of (4.5) may be741

computationally expensive to obtain, and such a solution is not actually necessary.742

The motivation for our proposed Algorithm 4.2 is to solve an approximation of743

problem (4.5), a solution of which turns out to be sufficient for ensuring that (2.9)744

continues to hold as long as ξ is sufficiently small. In particular, the algorithm solves745

max
(v,i,τ)∈Rnx×[nz ]×R≥0

Υ(Z, d(v, τ)) s.t. v ∈ {−zi, zi} and ‖d(v, τ)‖tr ≤ ∆k,(4.6)746

747

where zi is the ith column of Z and where for any (i, τ) ∈ [nz]×R≥0 and v ∈ {−zi, zi}748

the vector xk + d(v, τ) is the projection of xk + τv onto Ω = [xL, xU ]. A formula for749

this vector is easily derived. In particular, for v ∈ Rnx , let τ̄(v) ∈ (R ∪ {∞})nx have750

τ̄j(v) :=


xU,j−xk,j

vj
if vj > 0 and xU,j <∞,

xL,j−xk,j
vj

if vj < 0 and xL,j > −∞,
∞ otherwise

(4.7)751

752

for j ∈ [nx]. The projection of xk + τv onto [xL, xU ] is given by xk + d(v, τ), where753

d(v, τ) =
[
min{τ, τ̄1(v)}v1 . . . min{τ, τ̄nx(v)}vnx

]T
.(4.8)754755

Remark 4.1. In (4.8) and subsequent calculations below, we interpret equations756

and operations involving infinite quantities in the following natural ways: ∞ = ∞;757

∞×∞ = ∞; ∞− (−∞) = ∞; min{∞,∞} = ∞; b −∞ = −∞ and b +∞ = ∞ for758

any b ∈ R; a ×∞ = ∞ and −a ×∞ = −∞ for any a ∈ R>0; and ‖v‖ = ∞ for any759

norm ‖ · ‖ and any v ∈ (R ∪ {−∞,∞})nx that has an element equal to −∞ or ∞.760

One additional rule that we intend, which is not natural in all contexts, is 0×∞ = 0.761

Algorithm 4.2 operates by iterating through the columns of Z, where for each762

i ∈ [nz] the optimal values of τ ∈ R≥0 (with respect to maximizing Υ) are determined763

along zi and −zi. If the search along either direction yields a larger value of Υ than764
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has been observed so far, the solution estimate (with respect to (4.6)) is updated.765

The subroutine in Algorithm 4.3 is responsible for computing the optimal step sizes.766

Algorithm 4.2 : Construction of additional element for Dk
Require: Dk and corresponding Z ∈ Rnx×nz .

1: Set d← 0.
2: for i = 1, . . . , nz do
3: τ+ ← OptStep(Z, zi, τ̄(zi)).
4: if Υ(Z, d(zi, τ

+)) > Υ(Z, d) then set d← d(zi, τ
+).

5: τ− ← OptStep(Z,−zi, τ̄(−zi)).
6: if Υ(Z, d(−zi, τ−)) > Υ(Z, d) then set d← d(−zi, τ−).

7: Set Dk ← Dk ∪ {d}.
8: Compute orthonormal Z with span(Z) = null([Dk]1:end) (see (4.3)).
9: return (Dk, Z).

Algorithm 4.3 : OptStep(Z, v, τ̄) (see Algorithm 4.2)

1: Let τ̄(0) ← 0 and sort distinct values of {τ̄}nxj=1 as 0 < τ̄(1) ≤ · · · ≤ τ̄(n̂x).
2: if ‖d(v, τ̄(n̂x))‖tr ≤ ∆k then
3: return arg maxτ∈{τ̄(j)}n̂xj=1

Υ(Z, d(v, τ)).

4: else
5: Find ĵ ∈ [nx] such that ‖d(v, τ̄(ĵ−1))‖tr ≤ ∆k ≤ ‖d(v, τ̄(ĵ))‖tr.
6: Find τ̂ ∈ [τ̄(ĵ−1), τ̄(ĵ)] such that ‖d(v, τ̂)‖tr = ∆k.

7: return arg max
τ∈{τ̄(j)}ĵ−1

j=1∪{τ̂}
Υ(Z, d(v, τ)).

Our goal in the remainder of this section is to prove that the output Dk from767

Algorithm 4.1 satisfies (2.9) and, after any subsequent call to Algorithm 4.2, the768

elements of Dk continue to satisfy (2.9) as long as ξ is sufficiently small. This notion769

of sufficiently small is determined by a threshold revealed in Theorem 4.6.770

Our first lemma bounds τ ∈ R≥0 below if d(·, τ) lies on the trust-region boundary.771

Lemma 4.2. If (v, τ) ∈ Rnx×R≥0, ‖v‖2 = 1, and ‖d(v, τ)‖tr = ∆k, then τ ≥ ∆k

κtr1
.772

Proof. By (1.1b), (4.8), and the conditions of the lemma, tr <∞ implies773

∆tr
k = ‖d(v, τ)‖trtr =

nx∑
j=1

(min{τ, τ̄j(v)})tr|vj |tr ≤ τ tr‖v‖trtr ≤ τ trκtr
tr1‖v‖

tr
2 = τ trκtr

tr1 ,774

775

which yields the desired conclusion. (Here, the superscript “tr” denotes the tr-th776

power of a number.) The result for tr =∞ can be shown in a similar manner.777

Going forward, corresponding to v ∈ Rnx , we choose an index j∗(v) such that778

j∗(v) ∈ arg max
j∈[nx]

|vj |.(4.9)779

780

The following lemma is trivial (recall (4.7)), so we state it without proof.781

Lemma 4.3. If v ∈ Rnx has ‖v‖2 = 1, then 1√
nx
≤ |vj∗(v)| ≤ 1 and782

max{τ̄j∗(v)(−v), τ̄j∗(v)(v)} ≥
xU,j∗(v) − xL,j∗(v)

2|vj∗(v)|
.783

784
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Our next lemma shows a lower bound for the optimal value of (4.6) if a call to785

the OptStep subroutine finds all step sizes yielding points within the trust region.786

Lemma 4.4. Consider line 3 in Algorithm 4.2 for any i ∈ [nz]. If it is found787

within the call to OptStep(Z, zi, τ̄(zi)) that ‖d(zi, τ̄(n̂x)(zi))‖tr ≤ ∆k, then τ+ ∈788

R≥0 yields Υ(Z, d(zi, τ
+)) ≥ (τ̄j∗(zi)

(zi))
2

n2
x

. The same property holds for line 5 and789

OptStep(Z,−zi, τ̄(−zi)) with respect to τ− ∈ R≥0.790

Proof. Without loss of generality, consider the call to OptStep(Z, zi, τ̄(zi)). The791

proof for the call to OptStep(Z,−zi, τ̄(−zi)) is nearly identical. By the conditions of792

the lemma, (4.8), Lemma 4.3, and the fact that τ̄(nx) ≥ τ̄j∗(zi)(zi), it follows that793

Υ(Z, d(zi, τ
+)) ≥ Υ(Z, d(zi, τ̄(n̂x))) =

nz∑
l=1

(zTl d(zi, τ̄(n̂x)))
2

794

≥

 nx∑
j=1

[zi]jdj(zi, τ̄(nx))

2

=

 nx∑
j=1

[zi]
2
j min{τ̄(nx), τ̄j(zi)}

2

795

≥ [zi]
4
j∗(zi)

min{τ̄(nx), τ̄j∗(zi)(zi)}
2 ≥

τ̄j∗(zi)(zi)
2

n2
x

,796
797

as desired.798

Next, we present the following lemma, which considers cases when a call to the799

OptStep subroutine finds that not all step sizes yield points within the trust region.800

Lemma 4.5. Consider line 3 in Algorithm 4.2 for any i ∈ [nz]. If it is found in801

the call to OptStep(Z, zi, τ̄(zi)) that ‖d(zi, τ̄(n̂x)(zi))‖tr > ∆k, then τ+ ∈ R≥0 yields802

Υ(Z, d(zi, τ
+)) ≥

(
min

{
∆k

κtr1

, τ̄j∗(zi)(zi)

})2
1

n2
x

.803

The same property holds for line 5 and OptStep(Z,−zi, τ̄(−zi)) w.r.t. τ− ∈ R≥0.804

Proof. The proof is nearly identical to that of Lemma 4.4, except with the com-805

puted value τ̂ in place of τ̄(nx), where by Lemma 4.2 one has that τ̂ ≥ ∆k

κtr1
.806

We now prove our main result of this section.807

Theorem 4.6. If the well-poisedness parameter is chosen such that808

ξ ∈
(

0,
1

nx
min

{
1

κtr1

,
minj∈[nx](xU,j − xL,j)

2∆max

}]
,809

then any call to Algorithm 4.2 adds d ∈ Rnx to Dk that satisfies (4.4).810

Proof. By construction, the vector d ∈ Rnx that is added to the elements of Dk811

by the algorithm satisfies ‖d‖tr ≤ ∆k and xk + d ∈ Ω = [xL, xU ]. Hence, all that812

remains is to prove that d also satisfies the first inequality in (4.4). According to the813

construction of the algorithm, it is sufficient to show that for some i ∈ [nz] one finds814

1

∆k
Υi,max :=

1

∆k
max

{√
Υ(Z, d(zi, τ+)),

√
Υ(Z, d(−zi, τ−))

}
≥ ξ.815

816

If the calls to OptStep(Z, zi, τ̄(zi)) and OptStep(Z,−zi, τ̄(−zi)) both find that all817

step sizes yield points within the trust region, then Lemmas 4.3 and 4.4 imply818

1

∆k
Υi,max ≥

1

nx∆k
max{τ̄j∗(zi)(zi), τ̄j∗(−zi)(−zi)}819
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≥ 1

nx∆k

xU,j∗(zi) − xL,j∗(zi)

2|[zi]j∗(zi)|
≥
xU,j∗(zi) − xL,j∗(zi)

2nx∆max
.820

821

Otherwise, if the call to OptStep(Z, zi, τ̄(zi)) and/or OptStep(Z,−zi, τ̄(−zi)) finds822

that some of the step sizes yield points that are outside of the trust region, then one823

may conclude from Lemma 4.5 that824

1

∆k
Υi,max ≥

1

nx∆k
max

{
min

{
∆k

κtr1

, τ̄j∗(zi)(zi)

}
,min

{
∆k

κtr1

, τ̄j∗(−zi)(−zi)
}}

.825
826

Considering all possible cases for which term obtains in the minima in the expression827

above, one may conclude with Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3 that828

1

∆k
Υi,max ≥

1

nx
min

{
1

κtr1

,
xU,j∗(zi) − xL,j∗(zi)

2∆max

}
.829

830

Combining the results of these cases, the desired conclusion follows.831

The next lemma shows that the norm in line 5 of Algorithm 4.1 and the first832

inequality in (4.4) measures the magnitude of a pivot of a QR factorization.833

Lemma 4.7. At line 5 of Algorithm 4.1, one finds with d = (x(i) − xk) that834 ∥∥∥∥projZ

(
d

∆k

)∥∥∥∥
2

= |r|,835

836

where r is the last diagonal of R in a QR factorization of 1
∆k

[
[Dk]1:end d

]
.837

Proof. Letting QR be a QR factorization of 1
∆k

[Dk]1:end, one finds that a QR838

factorization of the augmented matrix has, for some vector q satisfying QT q = 0,839

1

∆k

[
[Dk]1:end d

]
=
[
Q q

] [R v
0T r

]
.840

841

Left-multiplication by ZT yields ZT d
∆k

= (ZT q)r. Then, since QT q = 0, it follows842

that q = Zu for some vector u with ‖u‖2 = 1, from which it follows that843 ∥∥∥∥projZ

(
d

∆k

)∥∥∥∥
2

=

∥∥∥∥ZT ( d

∆k

)∥∥∥∥
2

= |r|
∥∥ZT q∥∥

2
= |r|

∥∥ZTZu∥∥
2

= |r|,844

845

as desired.846

The following theorem/proof is similar to [35, Lemma 4.2] and [32, Lemma 3.2].847

Theorem 4.8. Once Algorithm 4.1 or iterative calls to Algorithm 4.2 yields an in-848

terpolation set Dk with |Dk| = nx+1, it follows that (2.9) holds with Λ =
n
nx−1

2
x κnx−1

tr0

ξnx
.849

Proof. Since |Dk| = nx + 1, let us express [Dk]1:end =
[
d1 · · · dnx

]
, where it850

follows from E ⊂ Btr(xk,∆k), the manner in which Dk is constructed, and (1.1a) that851

‖di‖2 ≤ κtr0‖di‖tr ≤ κtr0∆k for all i ∈ [nx]. In addition, let {σi}nxi=1 be the singular852

values of 1
κtr0

∆k
[Dk]1:end such that σ1 ≤ · · · ≤ σnx . One finds that853

‖[Dk]−1
1:end‖2 =

1

κtr0∆k

∥∥∥∥∥
(

[Dk]1:end

κtr0∆k

)−1
∥∥∥∥∥

2

=
1

σ1κtr0∆k
.(4.10)854
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855

In addition, letting QR denote a QR factorization of 1
∆k

[Dk]1:end, it follows that the856

determinant of 1
∆k

[Dk]1:end is equal to the product of the diagonal elements of R, call857

them {ri}nxi=1. Recalling ‖di‖2 ≤ κtr0∆k, we have858

σnx =

∥∥∥∥ [Dk]1:end

κtr0∆k

∥∥∥∥
2

≤
∥∥∥∥ [Dk]1:end

κtr0∆k

∥∥∥∥
F

≤
√
nx.859

Since Lemma 4.7 ensures that |ri| ≥ ξ for all i ∈ [nx], it follows that860

σ1n
nx−1

2
x ≥ σ1σ

nx−1
nx ≥

nx∏
i=1

σi =

∣∣∣∣det

(
[Dk]1:end

κtr0∆k

)∣∣∣∣ =

∣∣∣∣∣
nx∏
i=1

ri
κtr0

∣∣∣∣∣ ≥
(

ξ

κtr0

)nx
.861

862

These inequalities along with (4.10) yields863

‖[Dk]−1
1:end‖2 ≤

n
nx−1

2
x κnx−1

tr0

ξnx∆k
=

Λ

∆k
,864

865

which is the desired conclusion.866

5. Numerical Experiments. The purpose of our experiments is to demon-867

strate the reduction in function evaluations that can be achieved by our method868

through its exploitation of prior function evaluations when solving a sequence of re-869

lated problems. We compare Algorithm 2.1 as it is stated, referred to in this section as870

AlgH, and an algorithm that has all of the same features of Algorithm 2.1 except that871

does not utilize prior function evaluations, referred to as Alg∅. We choose T = 100,872

and for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1} we run both algorithms until a fixed budget of two873

simplex gradient evaluations (i.e., 2p(nx + 1) function evaluations) is exhausted. We874

consider such a relatively small amount of function evaluations because the advantage875

of our method is exploited best when solution time is crucial, such as an online setting,876

in which the true optimum is out of reach and a good approximate solution suffices.877

We implemented our algorithm in Python and ran our experiments on a Linux878

workstation. We tested our algorithm on a variety of problems and the results were879

similar in all cases. For our purposes here, we present the results obtained from880

a single representative least-squares problem involving an ODE that describes the881

conversion of methanol into various hydrocarbons [17], which for parameters x =882 [
x1 . . . x5

]T ∈ R5
≥0 and state v(τ) =

[
v1(τ) v2(τ) v3(τ)

]T ∈ R3 is described883

(with τ denoting time) by:884

dv1

dτ
= −

(
2x2 −

x1v2

(x2 + x5)v1 + v2
+ x3 + x4

)
v1;885

dv2

dτ
=

x1v1(x2v1 − v2)

(x2 + x5)v1 + v2
+ x3v1;886

dv3

dτ
=

x1v1(v2 + x5v1)

(x2 + x5)v1 + v2
+ x4v1.887

888

Here, the constraint set is Ωt = R5
≥0 for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}.889

We fix a vector x̄ =
[
1.78 2.17 1.86 1.80 0

]T ∈ R5
≥0, then, iteratively for890

each t ∈ {0, . . . , T −1}, we generate the data for the tth least-squares objective in the891
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following manner. First, we establish seven initial conditions by taking each of the892

following vectors, perturbing it by a realization of a random vector having a uniform893

distribution over a 2-norm ball with radius 0.1, then projecting the result onto the894

3-dimensional standard simplex so that the elements are nonnegative and sum to one:895 
1

0
0

 ,
 3

4
1
4
0

 ,
 3

4
0
1
4

 ,
 1

2
1
2
0

 ,
 1

2
0
1
2

 ,
 1

4
3
4
0

 ,
 1

4
0
3
4

 .896

(This projection of the initial condition is meaningful for the application since the state897

elements correspond to proportions.) We denote the resulting lth initial condition by898

v0
(l) ∈ R3

≥0 for all l ∈ [7]. Second, we establish the time points τ(1) = 0.1, τ(2) = 0.4,899

and τ(3) = 0.8, which are fixed for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}. At this point in the data900

generation for problem t, we have established {wi,t}i∈[21], with each one corresponding901

to a given initial condition and time point; specifically, each i ∈ [21] corresponds to a902

unique pair (j, l) ∈ [3]× [7], corresponding to which we define wi,t :=
[
τ(j) (v0

(l))
T
]T

.903

All that remains to generate the data for problem t is to establish the values {yi,t}i∈[21].904

For this, we first generate x(t) ∈ R5
≥0 by adding to x̄ a realization from a uniform905

[0, 1]5 distribution. Then, for all i ∈ [21], we let φ(x(t), wi,t) denote the value of v3906

from the ODE at time [wi,j ]0 when using the initial condition [wi,t]1:3 and set907

yi,t ← φ(x(t), wi,t) + |φ(x(t), wi,t)|ui,t,908

where ui,t is a realization from a uniform [−0.1, 0.1] distribution. Overall, we have909

established the data {(wi,t, yi,t)}i∈[21] for problem t, which is defined as in (1.5) with φ910

defined as above. By generating the problem data in this manner for t ∈ {0, . . . , T−1},911

each optimization problem is similar, but different due to the randomization of the912

initial conditions and the noise in the measurement data.913

To understand the typical behavior of our algorithm, we generated a total of914

N = 100 replications with T = 100 problems as described in the previous paragraph.915

Each repetition starts with problem t = 0, which involves no history of function916

evaluations, meaning that AlgH and Alg∅ always perform equivalently for t = 0.917

However, for all t ∈ {1, . . . , T − 1}, AlgH makes use of prior function evaluations918

when possible while Alg∅ does not. Let fkH,t and fk∅,t, respectively, denote the final919

objective function value obtained by AlgH and Alg∅ when solving repetition k of920

problem t. Averaging over the repetitions, we obtain the values f̄H,t = 1
N

∑
k∈[N ] f

k
H,t921

and f̄∅,t = 1
N

∑
k∈[N ] f

k
∅,t for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}. In addition, to get a sense922

of AlgH’s ability to take more steps within the function evaluation limit by using923

approximated function values in place of true function values, we record Mk
t as the924

number of approximated function values used in repetition k of problem t. These are925

averaged over the repetitions to obtain M t = 1
N

∑
k∈[N ]M

k
t for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}.926

Figure 1 presents the results of our experiments. For all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}, the927

plot on the left shows
∑
t̄∈[t](f̄∅,t̄− f̄H,t̄), the accumulated improvement of AlgH over928

Alg∅, as well as the surrounding interval of width ± 1.96√
N
σt, where σt is the standard929

deviation of {
∑
t̄∈[t](f∅,t̄−fH,t̄)}k∈[N ]. The increasing trend shows that as the function930

evaluation history increases in size, AlgH is continually able to obtain improved final931

objective values over Alg∅. The plot on the right shows, for all t ∈ {0, . . . , T − 1}, the932

average number of function values that AlgH is able to approximate in a run of the933

algorithm. Recalling that the budget in each run is 2p(nx+1) = 2×21×(5+1) = 252,934
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the plot shows that by problem t ≈ 10 over half of the function values used by AlgH935

come from approximations rather than (expensive) actual evaluations, which allows936

the algorithm to take more iterations to improve the objective compared to Alg∅.937

Fig. 1. AlgH and Alg∅ comparison.

6. Conclusion. We proposed and analysed a model-based DFO algorithm for938

solving a sequence of related optimization problems under the assumption that the939

black-box objective function is smooth and black-box function evaluations are the940

computational bottleneck of the algorithm. We provided a regression-based method941

that approximates the objective function at interpolation points by using black-box942

function evaluations that are obtained from solving prior problems. In a practical943

setting, this could be replaced by a more efficient scheme that is tailored to the specific944

application. In addition, we proposed an algorithm for choosing the interpolation945

points that are more likely to be approximated accurately given the history of prior946

black-box function evaluations. Our numerical results showed that our algorithm947

outperforms a state-of-the-art DFO algorithm for solving an engineering problem948

when a history of black-box function evaluations is available.949
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Appendix A. Sketch of Proof for Theorem 2.9.1036

For the sake of brevity and since one can prove the results stated in this section1037

using arguments that have already appeared for similar results for related algorithms1038

in the literature (e.g., see [5]), we provide in this appendix only a discussion of the1039

results that one needs to prove in order to prove Theorem 2.9.1040

First, one can show for all k ∈ N that the difference between the stationarity1041

measures with respect to f and mk are proportional to ∆k; see, e.g., [8, Lemma 7].1042

Lemma A.1. For all k ∈ N, it follows that for any value of ∆k such that a1043

model mk is constructed, one has that |πfk − πmk | ≤ κeg∆k.1044

Second, one can show lower bounds for the stationarity measures in certain cases.1045

The proof of this result relies on Lemma A.1.1046

Lemma A.2. For any k ∈ N, if the condition in line 4 does not hold, then πmk ≥1047

min{εc, µ−1∆k}. If, in addition, πfk ≥ ε ∈ R>0, then1048

πmk ≥ εmc := min

{
εc,

ε

1 + κegµ

}
∈ R>0.1049

1050

Third, one can show that if ∆k is sufficiently small, then a successful step occurs.1051

Lemma A.3. For any k ∈ N, if trust region radius satisfies1052

∆k ≤ min{c0πmk , 1}, where c0 := min

{
µ,

1

κbhm + 1
,
κfcd(1− η)

2κef

}
,(A.1)1053

1054

then the condition in line 4 does not hold and ρk ≥ η, i.e., the step is successful.1055

Fourth, one can show that if the stationarity measure with respect to f is bounded1056

below by a positive constant, then the trust region radius is similarly bounded below.1057

The proof of this result relies on all of the preceding lemmas.1058

Lemma A.4. If πfk ≥ ε ∈ R>0 for all k ∈ N, then ∆k ≥ ∆min for all k ∈ N, where1059

∆min := min

{
∆0,

γdecε

κeg + µ−1
, γdec

(
κeg +

2κef

κfcd(1− η)

)−1

ε, γdecµεmc,
γdecεmc

κbhm + 1
, γdec

}
.1060

1061

Fifth, one can show that if the number of successful steps is finite, then the trust1062

region radius and stationarity measure with respect to f must vanish. The proof of1063

this result relies on Lemma A.1.1064

Lemma A.5. If |{k ∈ N : ρk ≥ η}| is finite, then lim
k→∞

∆k = 0 and lim
k→∞

πfk = 0.1065

Sixth, one can show the trust region radius always vanishes. The proof of this1066

result relies on Lemmas A.2 and A.4.1067

Lemma A.6. The trust region radius vanishes, i.e., lim
k→∞

∆k = 0.1068

Seventh, one can show that a subsequence of stationary measures vanishes. The1069

proof of this result relies on Lemmas A.2, A.4, and A.5.1070

Lemma A.7. The limit inferior of {πfk} is zero, i.e., lim inf
k→∞

πfk = 0.1071

Finally, given the “liminf” result in Lemma A.7, one can prove Theorem 2.91072

using Lemmas A.2, A.5, and A.6 along with common techniques for the analysis of1073

trust-region methods that can turn “liminf” into “lim” results.1074

This manuscript is for review purposes only.
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